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Stock Traders’ & Investors’ Wrap

Your Free Wrap today is based on an extracts from recent
Editions 555 & 557 of Jim Berg’s Mentoring- style
‘Investing & Online Trading’ Report

Are We Near a Bubble Top?
By Jim Berg and John Atkinson
Author and educator Jim Berg has successfully traded and invested in the market for over 30 years, 18
years of which as a professional broker.
Jim won the ‘Personal Investor’ trading competition during the 2000-2003 Bear Market. His last book
‘Shares to Buy and When’ was Money Magazine’s ‘Book of the Month’ and one of A&R’s ‘Top 5 Business
Books of the Year’.
The following article, based on recent extracts from Jim and John’s weekly ‘ Investing & Online Trading’
stock market Report, examines “Are We Near a Bubble Top?”

1) Introduction
In his online article of 28th March ‘Can You Increase Your Wealth by Timing the Market?’
Economics commentator Rob Burgess wrote;
” Financial advisers are fond of telling clients ‘you can’t time the market’, by which
they mean it’s very hard to get rich by buying-in and selling-out of shares to profit
from each bout of volatility.
Nonetheless, learning to recognise the periods of relative quiet, and calmly using
them to recalibrate your investments, is the best way to avoid being trampled when
the next rush for the exits occurs.”
We firmly believe that traders and investors CAN indeed be taught how to time the market.
E.g.:


Jim Berg cautioned Members of our Report to ‘cash up’ in late December 2007 to early
January 2008, i.e. before the GFC*.



Jim also issued warnings to Members before the falls of August 2011, June 2013,
October 2014, August 2015 and again before January 2016*.



As a result, Jim has saved those who followed his ‘Big Picture’ lead - when he closed
this Report’s notional portfolios and went to cash - from NOT losing millions of dollars
between them*.



Since we launched our Report in 2005, Jim has consistently taught how to minimise the
number and size of losses. Consequently, Jim has NOT had a single major loss in our
Report’s notional short term trading portfolios for 11 years*.



In addition, on a number of occasions during stronger rising trends since 2005, Jim
Berg has showed Members how to achieve a success rate of over 80% profitable trades
in his notional short term portfolio selections*.

(* Past performance is no indication of future performance and is subject to market forces. Please seek independent
financial advice before you decide if this is appropriate for you.)
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In this article today, we look at a ‘big picture’ view on the USA, Australian and several Asian
markets.

2) Previous “Bubbles”
Many analysts have been calling the market rise over the past year a “bubble”. So let’s have a
look at the charts at two previous bubbles.
The Dot Com Bubble topped on the S&P500 Index chart in March 2000. The S&P500
weekly chart below generated a weekly falling trend reversal in November, 2000.

S&P500 Weekly Chart
The S&P500 monthly chart below had two consecutive closes below the Volatility Trailing
Stop and an exit on January 2nd, 2001. The peak to trough fall was – 50.5 % and the fall
from the Volatility Trailing Stop exit lasted 22 months.

S&P500 Monthly Chart
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The tech heavy NASDAQ 100 Index is also worth noting. The weekly chart below generated a
weekly falling trend reversal in May, 2000.

NASDAQ Weekly Chart
The NASDAQ 100 monthly chart below had two consecutive closes below the Volatility
Trailing Stop and an exit on November 1st, 2000.
The peak to trough fall was – 83.5 % and the fall from the Volatility Trailing Stop exit
lasted 24 months.

NASDAQ Monthly Chart
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The Credit Bubble that resulted in the Global Financial Crisis topped on the S&P500
Index chart in October 2007.
The S&P500 weekly chart below generated a weekly falling trend reversal in January, 2008.

S&P500 Weekly Chart

The S&P500 monthly chart below had two consecutive closes below the Volatility Trailing
Stop and an exit on March 3rd, 2008.
The peak to trough fall was – 57.7 % and the fall from the Volatility Trailing Stop exit
lasted 13 months.

S&P500 Monthly Chart
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The Australian market escaped much of the Dot Com bear because of the small number of
tech and dot com companies listed on our exchange.
But it’s worth looking at our market through the GFC and the current potential bubble.
The ASX200 weekly chart below generated a weekly falling trend reversal in January, 2008.

ASX200 Weekly Chart
The ASX200 monthly chart below had two consecutive closes below the Volatility Trailing
Stop and an exit on March 3rd, 2008.
The peak to trough fall was – 54.5 % and the fall from the Volatility Trailing Stop exit
lasted 13 months. This was the same exit date as the S&P500 and the same number of
months down.

ASX200 Monthly Chart
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3) The Current ‘Debt Bubble’
This brings us to the present potential bubble, which many analysts are calling the “Debt
Bubble”.

3.1 USA
The S&P500 weekly chart below generated a weekly falling trend reversal in August, 2015 and
again in January, 2016.

S&P500 Weekly Chart
The S&P500 monthly chart below had two consecutive closes below the Volatility Trailing
Stop and an exit on March 1st, 2016.

S&P500 Monthly Chart
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3.2 Japan
The Nikkei 225 (Japan) had significant falls after breaking below the Volatility Trailing Stop
in 2000 and 2008 and had two consecutive closes below the stop and an exit on March 1st,
2016.

Nikkei 225 Monthly Chart

3.3 Hong Kong
The Hang Seng (Hong Kong) had a significant fall after breaking below the Volatility Trailing
Stop in 2008 and had two consecutive closes below the stop and an exit on September 1st,
2015.

Hang Seng Monthly Chart
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3.4 China
The Shanghai Composite (China) had a significant fall after breaking below the Volatility
Trailing Stop in 2008 and had two consecutive closes below the stop and an exit on
September 1st, 2015.

Shanghai Composite Monthly Chart

3.5 Singapore
The Straits Times (Singapore) had a significant fall after breaking below the Volatility
Trailing Stop in 2008 and had two consecutive closes below the stop and an exit on
September 1st, 2015.

Straits Times Monthly Chart
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3.6 India
The BSE Sensex (India) had a significant fall after breaking below the Volatility Trailing
Stop in 2008 and had two consecutive closes below the stop and an exit on November 2nd,
2015.

BSE Sensex Monthly Chart

3.7 Australia
The ASX200 weekly chart below generated a weekly falling trend reversal in June 2015.

ASX200 Weekly Chart
Having issued several Caution warnings prior, in our weekly Report of 13 June 2015, we
notified Members just one day after the overall market EXIT Signal was generated: “ The
ASX200 Index, below, is also now in a falling trend as the 3 rising trend criteria have now all
been reversed i.e. the closing price is below the moving average, the moving average is falling
and prices have made a pivot point lower high and lower low. With this new trend reversal:
1)

We have closed the remaining share in the Australian notional Portfolio

2)

There are no RSI Alerts for the Australian market while the ASX200 (XJO) is in a
falling trend

3)

We plan to take advantage of such a switch in trend and trade the downside in
our weekly Report, with details to follow.”
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The ASX200 monthly chart below had two consecutive closes below the Volatility Trailing
Stop and an exit on October 1st. 2015.

ASX200 Monthly Chart
(* Past performance is no indication of future performance and is subject to market forces. Please seek independent
financial advice before you decide if this is appropriate for you.)

Jim will continue to monitor a selection of the charts shown above in our weekly Report in
coming weeks.
The two previous bubbles, Dot Com in 2000 and Credit in 2008 ended with significant falls.
The charts screamed WARNING and were reasonably accurate in signalling potential
reversals.
The ‘experts’ say this time “it is different” – and already it is a little different:


The S&P500 chart is very messy with several trend reversals since August, 2015.



Also, the timing of the break below the monthly trailing stop for both the ASX200 &
S&P500 were not close, as in 2008.

If markets manage to climb from here - enough to switch from a falling trend to a rising
trend, then Jim will advise Members of this overall market RE-ENTRY Signal - just 1 day after
it occurs.
However, if markets fall further, portfolio values are likely to follow, which will mean such
investors will be faced with the need to rebuild their wealth later, after the market finally
rebounds.
For instance, to date, the XJO has a long way to climb back before it resumes its 2007 Highs.
As a result, many investors who listened to these ‘experts’ advice last time have still yet to
recover from the GFC, while several have also been forced to change their plans for
retirement.
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You now have the choice to follow those ‘experts’ and fundamental analysts who advise their
clients in this and other Bear Markets to:
i)

“Buy the dips”

ii)

“Dollar cost average” and

iii)

“Focus on dividend income”

Or you can choose to:
1. Stay in cash and wait for a rising trend then build upon locked-in capital and profits
(instead of trying to rebuild from a lower position)
AND
2. Members of our Report can follow the education provided in our mentoring-style
Report each week on how to trade and invest in:
i) Falling markets with non-leveraged Inverse ETFs - which are bought and sold
like shares AND
ii) Rising shares in falling markets
3. As a Member, you can also participate in our:
a. Weekly ‘'Stock of the Week’ and ‘How to Filter a Watch List’ exercises on
paper, then compare your results with Jim’s own analysis the following week
b. NEW! Today we announce the launch of Jim Berg’s 12 new E-Classes - to
help you Learn how to trade and invest with confidence in just 12 weeks*.
By the end of your first 12 weeks, our aim is for you to learn how to select
WHICH shares to buy, precisely WHEN to Buy and, most importantly, to
know WHEN to SELL with confidence.
These 12 new E-Classes and our mentoring-style ‘Investing & Online Trading Report’ are all
designed to:
A. Help you hone your trading and investing skills and
B. Build your confidence and abilities
so you will be best prepared to take maximum advantage of the next rising trend.

*

To Celebrate the Release of Jim Berg’s 12 New E-Classes:

Become a Member of Jim’s mentoring-style ‘Investing & Online Trading Report’ today
and you will also receive Jim’s 12 new E-Classes ($586 value)
as your Special Bonus Welcome Package.

For more info, Click Here Now
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“Now Only 2.5 Weeks Before
Jim Berg’s 2016 Trading Academy”

There are now only 2.5 weeks before Jim Berg’s Main Event for 2016, his once-a-year
weekend Trading Academy, starting on Friday 29th April, suitable for beginners through to
seasoned traders and investors.
Here you will learn all the intricate ‘nitty-gritty’ details of how to use Jim’s proven ‘Weight-ofEvidence’ approach and his JB Volatility Indicators - for both short term trading and longer
term investing.
Now is the right time to ‘sharpen your axe’. Attend Jim Berg’s weekend Trading Academy with
a group of like-minded traders & investors to learn and fully understand & cement, step-bystep, each of the steps of Jim’s proven ‘Weight-of-Evidence’ process
Participate in a series of unique hands-on ‘learn by doing’ sessions, so you can leave with
your trading problems solved and all the nuggets you need right now to move ahead.
Hi,
“ The weekend was very stimulating.... Everything was amazing. It felt more like I was invited
rather than paying to come.
The four of you made us feel as though nothing was too much trouble. Such attention to detail
in every area and lovely friendly family atmosphere.
You did a great job of providing clarity when we needed help to understand some of the more
complicated material, and all questions were answered with kindness and respect. Thank you
again for a lovely weekend.”
Lesley, Brisbane Private Trader, May 2015
Money and Risk Management will be covered and help provided to create your own
profitable Trading and Investing Plan. In addition, you will also receive:


Jim Berg's complete Home Study Course before you attend



2 lunches, morning & afternoon refreshments, Meet and Greet reception Friday
night and Networking dinner & drinks Saturday night



HD videos of the weekend - for you to replay in the comfort of your home and



12 months email support- direct from Jim Berg



Member, Graduate and Partner/friends savings of 43%- 66% available
To secure your seat with 3 easy monthly payments and
for more info Click Here Now ==>
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Have You Watched Your
3 FREE Trading Video Mini Course
from Jim Berg?
Click on these links now to view:

Your Free Video #1 
Your Free Video #2 
Your Free Video #3 
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Did You Enjoy today’s Traders’ & Investors’ Wrap? If so,
Please email this on and share it with your friends
They'll appreciate it and so will we! Please do not spam, thank you.
If you have been sent this by a friend, we invite you to sign up to our complimentary
Traders’ & Investors’ Club
at www.ShareTradingEducation.com - to receive your:




Future copies of our periodical Wrap - sent directly to you, with our compliments
Jim Berg’s Complimentary AUDIO MP3 - ‘3 Steps to Successful Investing’
Many unadvertised Bonus Gifts
To YOUR Success - from Jim Berg and the ShareTradingEducation.com team
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